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PURPOSE
This operations and resource guide lays out a protocol for the consistent implementation and practice of Problem-Solving, a 
strategy that seeks to prevent or quickly resolve homelessness using creative solutions without utilizing dedicated homeless 
resources. In Los Angeles, Problem-Solving is being implemented across the Los Angeles County Coordinated Entry System (CES). 
To ensure this model is being practiced consistently, it is imperative that all providers throughout CES have the same level of 
understanding and knowledge. In addition to providing guidance to those that will be engaging in this practice, this guide is also 
intended to help community partners develop a firm understanding of Problem-Solving so that they, too, can become champions 
of the approach.

BACKGROUND
Los Angeles County (LA County) has one of the largest homeless populations in the nation, with 58,936 persons experiencing 
homelessness on any given night, most of whom are sleeping in unsheltered locations, according to the 1Greater Los Angeles 
Homeless Count 2019 Results report. It is estimated that 54,882 persons fell into homelessness in 2018. In addition, 2721,000 
people living in LA County are severely rent-burdened and are only one unforeseen event away from falling into homelessness. 
3It is estimated that more than 516,946 affordable units are needed to meet the demand and needs of low-income renters.   

To combat this great need, LA County continues to scale up its homeless service system. There are currently more than 1,500 
outreach workers and frontline staff and approximately 7,000 shelter beds serving households and families at any point in time. 
Over the last year, more than 12,000 households experiencing homelessness were assisted with permanent housing resources 
through CES. Despite these significant accomplishments, there continues to be a large gap in available housing resources in 
comparison to system inflow and many households who enter CES will not get connected to a dedicated resource. 

CES is designed to create a fair and standardized process for how people access housing and services, as well as to make sure 
that limited homeless-dedicated resources are prioritized to serve those households most in need. At the same time, LA County 
is committed to assisting all households that experience a housing crisis to remain or return to housing as quickly as possible. 
Therefore, LA County has decided to adopt a Problem-Solving approach to service people throughout the CES. Problem-Solving 
seeks to reduce inflow into the system by reducing the number of households that become homeless as well as reducing the 
length of time in which people remain homeless by promoting quick placements. Going forward, all households will be engaged in 
Problem-Solving, beginning with the initial point of engagement, up until the point in which a household has been housed—with 
or without a permanent housing resource. 

ABOUT THE LOS ANGELES HOMELESS SERVICES AUTHORITY
In December of 1993, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors and the Los Angeles mayor and City Council created the Los 
Angeles Homeless Services Authority (LAHSA) as an independent, joint powers authority. LAHSA is the lead agency in the Los 
Angeles Continuum of Care, which is the regional planning body that coordinates housing and services for homeless families and 
individuals in Los Angeles County. LAHSA coordinates and manages more than $400 million annually in federal, state, county, 
and city funds for programs providing shelter, housing, and services to people experiencing homelessness. For more information, 
please visit www.lahsa.org.
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PROBLEM-SOLVING 
OVERVIEW

CHAPTER 1



OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM-SOLVING MODEL 
Problem-Solving seeks to reduce inflow into the system 
by reducing the number of households that become 
homeless as well as reducing the length of time in which 
people remain homeless by promoting quick placements. 
Problem-Solving can spare households the trauma of 
prolonged experiences of homelessness by providing just 
enough assistance to quickly identify and secure a safe place 
to live, as well as the social and economic supports needed 
to help them avoid future experiences of homelessness.   

Problem-Solving can occur at any point that someone 
interacts with CES. Problem-Solving should always be 
attempted as the very first intervention with every person 
seeking assistance from the homeless services system in LA 
County. 

Individuals and families may initially may be engaged with 
CES at various locations within the community: street 
outreach, access points, access centers, interim housing, 
etc. Regardless of where a household presents itself for 
assistance, in LA County, they will be met with skilled 
staff who engage the household in an exploratory 
Problem-Solving conversation that seeks to understand 
their strengths and existing support networks. The goal of 
this conversation is to explore safe housing options, even 
if temporary, and to connect the household to community 
supports and services. Ideally, the initial Problem-Solving 
conversation will occur before an individual or family be-
comes homeless so that an episode of homelessness can 
be prevented. If homelessness cannot be prevented, the 
provider should have staff who are equipped to continue 
the conversation until the household has been re-housed, 
using all available resources.

It is important to emphasize that in LA County, 
Problem-Solving is a service intervention approach to 
providing assistance, not a program or a one-time event. 
It is the first step in a phased assessment approach and 
does not involve a checklist or pre-identified questions. The 
goal of Problem-Solving is to identify creative solutions to a 
household’s crisis as quickly as possible.

PROBLEM-SOLVING OVERVIEW

“LA County believes that all efforts should 
be made to prevent an occurrence of 

homelessness from happening whenever 
possible and when it cannot be avoided, 

households should be assisted with exiting 
homelessness as quickly as possible. 

Therefore, in LA County, Problem-Solving 
will be attempted with all households 

seeking assistance with a housing crisis.”
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While it may not be successful with everyone, even those 
who have been chronically homeless or who have a high level 
of need can succeed with tailored Problem-Solving support 
that focuses on the unique needs of each household. In some 
cases, a household will be able to successfully reconnect to 
housing following the first Problem-Solving conversation with no 
additional meetings. In other instances, multiple conversations 
may be required, and the level of assistance will vary. Each 
engagement should build off the last so that Problem-Solving 
should be considered an ongoing approach.   

In LA County, far too many households fall into homelessness 
and remain homeless for extended periods of time waiting 
for a traditional resource to become available while other 
potential options are left unexplored. Problem-Solving should be 
considered an ongoing intervention and approach that continues 
to seek all possible options for all households until the point in 
which they can exit homelessness through a safe, alternative 
option or with a dedicated permanent housing resource.  

Because Problem-Solving is intended to be a county-wide 
intervention, staff from CES Initial Points of Access, hospitals, 
housing providers, shelters, and various County and City 
agencies are all being trained to change their approach to a 
Problem-Solving model.
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The graphic above shows how households move through the Problem-Solving within the LA County Coordinated Entry System.

COORDINATED ENTRY SYSTEM OVERVIEW

PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS FLOW

The graphic above shows how households move through the LA County Coordinated Entry System.

Figure 1.1 Coordinated Entry System Overview

Figure 1.2 Problem-Solving Process Flow

PROCESS KEY:

KEY:



 PROBLEM-SOLVING BASICS

Problem-Solving empowers households facing a housing crisis to 
identify safe and appropriate housing options that do not rely 
on permanent housing resources, such as Rapid Re-Housing or 

Permanent Supportive Housing. It stems from the belief that people are 
resilient and that keeping them housed or returning them to housing as 
quickly as possible is the most desirable outcome. It moves away from 
the assumption that there is a singular pathway out of homelessness 
that must be provided by CES. Problem-Solving is not a denial of or 
barrier to services—it is in and of itself an intervention intended to 
support households in crisis to regain control over their situation and 
their lives. In Problem-Solving, staff are not solving the problem for the 
household, they are working with the household to identify their own 
solutions.  

Problem-Solving always begins with an exploratory conversation that 
seeks to uncover the unique strengths, existing supports, and needs 
of a household in order to identify creative solutions to resolve their 
crisis without relying solely on the CES. The conversation should be 
collaborative, household-centered, strengths-based, and focused on 
identifying any and all options and resources, even if those options 
are temporary. Trained staff use active listening and motivational 
interviewing to consider all possible options. Next, staff will determine 
what would be needed to make one or more of those options a reality. 
This could include mediation and conflict resolution with family, friends, 
and/or landlords, connections to mainstream resources, housing 
location assistance, housing stabilization planning, family reunification, 
and, in limited cases, financial assistance that directly results in housing 
being secured. Follow-up support may also be provided for up to 60 
days to ensure that the housing option continues to be appropriate. 

There are 5 MAIN OUTCOMES that households can 
achieve through Problem-Solving. These include the 
following:

Permanently moving in with family or friends.1

2

3

4

5

Temporarily moving with family and friends as 
they seek new housing. 

Relocating permanently to a safe location out of 
town where they have social supports of friends 
or family. 

While eligibility documentation does not need to be gathered unless financial assistance is utilized, Problem-Solving Conversations 
must assess for eligibility during the initial conversation. There are two eligibility requirements for Problem-Solving: 

Finding a new residence of their own.

The Problem-Solving conversation should not abruptly end if a household is not eligible. The initial conversation should continue 
and focus on resources and strengths that the household can utilize to assist in resolving their housing crisis. All conversations must  
be tracked in LA HMIS, regardles of eligibility. For further eligibilty guidance, see pages 37-38.

Households must be Homeless under Category 1 (Literally Homeless) or Category 4 (Fleeing DV) according to HUD’s 
Final Rule on “Defining Homeless” (24.CFR parts 91, 576 and 578) or Imminently at Risk of becoming homeless and 
will be losing their resdence within thirty days. 

Households must be at or below 50% Area Median Income (AMI) for Los Angeles County. If a Participant is in subsi-
dized housing AND currently or formerly under a homeless housing assistance program (i.e. Homeless Section 8) with 
income up to 80% of area median income (AMI) they can also qualify. 

a.

b.
and
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ELIGIBILITY

Returning to their own residence.  
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PROBLEM-SOLVING 
CONVERSATIONS

CHAPTER 2
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Initial Problem-Solving conversations can vary in length and 
intensity depending on the household’s situation. Trained and 
skilled staff will use active listening and allow the household to 
share their story without interruption. It is important to ensure 
that the household feels heard and has an opportunity to think out 
loud, while staff gently guide the conversation, exploring as many 
options as possible.   

Problem-Solving is not always completed in one session as 
there may not be a suitable housing option that is immediately 
available. Each Problem-Solving conversation can be utilized 
to build rapport and to continue exploring strengths in future 
engagements. Staff can continue to engage in a Problem-Solving 
approach with households that are sleeping in unsheltered 
locations through street outreach, as well as households that are 
residing in emergency shelter, interim housing, and transitional 
housing.  Problem-Solving conversations shoud take place even if 
households have been matched or enrolled to another resource. 
Ongoing conversations should build from information discussed 
previously with the household. It is good practice to first review 
the household’s history in LA HMIS to check what strategies and 
resources have been utilized previously. 

Although Problem-Solving conversations are intended to be 
organic and household-centered, there are best practices related 
to how and where staff engage in this activity. 

The conversation should be open-ended and fluid. The 
goal should be to engage in a conversation rather than 
answer a series of specific questions that are typically 
part of intake and enrollment. Although there should not 
be a pre-determined list of yes/no questions to ask, the 
conversation should focus on the following: 

PROBLEM-SOLVING CONVERSATIONS  
2 A CONVERSATION, NOT A CHECKLIST

While a face-to-face meeting can be ideal, initial 
Problem-Solving conversations can also occur over the 
phone when geographic or local conditions necessitate it. 
Staff should seek to set up a quiet meeting space or a place 
to have a quiet, uninterrupted phone call and seek to build 
trust with the household. This can be done by minimizing 
note taking, making eye contact, using active listening 
skills, offering coffee or water, or anything else that may 
foster trust or help the household feel more at ease. When 
working with families, staff should have initial conversations 
with each household member individually to allow the 
opportunity for possible situations of domestic violence to 
be identified. Similar considerations should be made when 
problem-solving conversations take place in the context of 
street outreach activities, whereby the staff should attempt 
to find the most private environment possible at the time. 

CREATE A COMFORTABLE, SAFE MEETING ENVIRONMENT

BEST PRACTICES IN PROBLEM-SOLVING CONVERSATIONS

1

Explore other potential support networks - Staff can ask 
households about their other relationships with family, 
friends, church (or other religious or social connections) 
members, neighbors, and co-workers for other options.

Although staff should avoid taking notes during the 
conversation itself, it is imperative that staff document each 
Problem-Solving conversation and track in LA HMIS, so that 
ongoing discussions can build off each other and households 
aren’t asked to continuously repeat information already 
provided.  

•

•

•

•

Housing history - This can tease out whether households 
have had their own housing in the past and how they 
were able to maintain it. This also can identify other 
friends and family members the household has stayed 
with at some point in the past that they could potentially 
stay with now. 

Current and past income - Explore with the household 
their past, current, and potential future income. Discuss 
a current regular income source that can be used to pay 
for rent moving forward. Determine if they have a strong 
work history that they can leverage to find future work 
quickly. Find out if the household has income that can be 
used to contribute to housing they are moving into. 

Safety and appropriateness of housing - It is vital to 
ensure that the potential housing options are safe for 
the household. We want to ensure that we are not 
moving the household into a situation where they or 
their children are in danger. This includes domestic 
violence situations, unsafe individuals in the household, 
overcrowded situations, or an otherwise inappropriate 
housing situation. In identifying whether a housing 
situation is overcrowded, it is important to identify 
whether all household members can live comfortably in 
the housing unit and to ensure that the host household 
is not jeopardizing their own housing should they allow 
the household to stay with them. 



It is important that staff refrain from pushing their own 
values onto the household and that they respect the 
households’ own judgement regarding their path forward. 

Problem-Solving allows for great transparency within the 
homeless services system. Be upfront about resource 
limitations but also clearly articulate a commitment 
to supporting the household in finding a solution to 
their crisis. As LA County adopts a Problem-Solving 
orientation throughout CES, households should feel 
continuously supported by identifying solutions and 
receive consistent information about what is and is not 
available through CES. There is no getting past the reality 
of a lack of affordable housing units county-wide, the 
length of time for a household to increase their income 
to be able to afford a unit, and other factors. Through 
Problem-Solving, households can often obtain housing 
much faster than through CES interventions, as the CES 
process is based on prioritization. 

3 BE CLEAR AND TRANSPARENT IN YOUR CONVERSATION

LISTEN WITHOUT JUDGEMENT4

 
• Paraphrase what the household is saying as they share their    
   story.

• Maintain eye contact and model emotions to show support.

• Validate the household’s experience.

• Listen with empathy and an open heart.

Staff should make effort to listen carefully in order to be able 
to identify what is being said, verbally and nonverbally 

• Observe body language or voice/tone.

• Use open-ended questions to elicit information.

• Questions for the household should built on each other.

• Keep an ear open to idenitfy possible people in their networks 
   that might be able to provide support.

• Keep in mind that in crisis, stress may cause a person to 
   overlook or dismiss family members or friends out of 
   frustration, embarrassment, or based on past experiences.

• Listen carefully and assume that you can help the participant
   find another/better situation than entering or remaining in the
   system.

• Prioiritize household safety and promote client choice.

USE ACTIVE LISTENING SKILLS 5

It is essential to normalize the household’s experience as this 
can help them to relax and have greater ability to Problem-
Solve their situation. Some examples of this follow: 

6 NORMALIZE THEIR EXPERIENCE

Households experiencing homelessness often feel 
overwhelmed, and in crisis and may not be able to 
readily identify options. Staff use conversation 
to empower the household and to support them in 
identifying their own strengths and skills, as well as 
existing resources and networks. Through the course 
of the Problem-Solving conversation, a household 
will ideally begin to recognize interdependent 
relationships with family, friends, fellow church 
members, and employers, among others. While the 
household may be reluctant to consider any of these 
relationships as a feasible option, skilled staff can 
guide the discussion to explore options further.

ex. 1

ex. 2

7 DISPLAY OPEN, RESPONSIVE BODY LANGUAGE AS 
APPROPRIATE. BE CULTURALLY SENSITIVE.  

8 EXPLORE STRENGTHS AND RESOURCES 

Tell them that it is understandable.  
These things happen and we make 
the best decisions for ourselves to 
keep safe, there is no shame in that. 

Share that standing on our own 
two feet is a good goal to have, 
but everyone gets to a point 
where support is needed. 

When the person expresses shame about going to the 
shelter...

When households share that they think they should be able 
to do this on their own...
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 GUIDED CONVERSATIONS FOR PROBLEM-SOLVING

INTRODUCTIONS, GOALS, AND BUILDING RAPPORT

The conversation is not meant to be scripted—the sample 
language and questions are suggestions to help better 
understand this work. Staff should use an informal, supportive 
conversation style and active listening to work together with the 
household to identify housing and support solutions.

ASK ABOUT THEIR SITUATION AND SAFETY

EXPLORE POSSIBLE FAMILY, SOCIAL, OR OTHER SUPPORT/
ASSETS

Use questions such as the ones listed below. This part of 
the conversation can take up to an hour or more in order to 
gain a true understanding of the person’s relationships, their 
history seeking help from other supports, the reasons the 
person is here at this time, etc. 

“Where and with whom did you stay last night? What 
caused you to leave?” 

“Would it be safe to stay there tonight? A couple of days? A 
week?” 

“Are there other reasons you needed to leave?” 

“Tell me about your family, friends, and other people 
important to you. Where are they?  Are they available 
to help you? Would they be available to help you if we 
provided you or them with some help or services?” 

“Do you think you could possibly stay there again if we 
provided you or them some help or services?” 

“Do you have friends, who if they were in the same 
situation, you would help? Maybe they would be willing to 
help you? What about people at work?” 

“Are you active in a religious group? Could they be helpful?” 

“Have you been in touch with any other organizations you 
are a member of? A union for example?” 

“What would your family or friends say if they knew you 
were entering a shelter?” 

“Who has you helped in the past? Have there been times 
when you have been of help or support to others?” 

“If you recently stayed with a family member, how did you 
contribute to the household?” 

“Can you increase the amount of work or funds you 
contribute to the household?”  

“What did your situation look like when things were going 
better?” 

Note: The person in front of you (or on the phone) is 
in crisis. This means that the stress level is making it 
difficult to think, see options, make plans, and assess 
their situation. Your job is to help lower the stress 
level and prompt new thinking and ideas that may be 
hidden. They may first write off various options, but 
you should dig carefully to see if any connections can 
be made.TRY TO PUT THE HOUSEHOLD AT EASE BY:

 Making some small talk. 
 Ask about their family, or comment on the weather. 
 Offer some water or coffee.  

Anything to begin to build rapport and indicate that this is not 
a “normal” meeting with a provider, but rather one where they 
take their time and try to have a conversation. 

 “What led you to reach out to us today?” 

 “Tell me a little bit about your current situation.” 

 “Are you fleeing domestic violence or is there any
 other potential threat to you or your household’s
 safety?” 

 “Can you tell me more about that?” 

Ask the household what brought them to seek assistance 
today and to share their current housing situation. Let them 
share their story and listen actively. Encourage them to share 
more.   
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“Hi, my name is___ and I work for ___. Our 
goal today is to learn more about your housing 
situation right now and what you need. We’ll 
work together to address your needs as quickly 
as possible.” 



Now that you have identified potential options, assess 
whether the housing option is safe and how the person 
would like you to assist with the process. As questions like:                                                                                                                                            
                            

“Would this be a safe place to stay?” 

“Are you comfortable calling the person? How can I help?” 

“Can I help you call the person (or the landlord) to mediate a 
past conflict or assist with the arrangements?” 

“What do you think would make the request more acceptable to 
them? Are their services you think they could benefit from?” 

“Would you prefer that I call them to break the ice? Can I help 
you explain the situation to them? What exactly do you think 
would be the way to start the conversation and explain the 
situation?” 

CHOOSE OPTIONS AND CONTACT THE SUPPORT PERSON/NETWORK
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If it becomes clear that a housing option is not possible 
tonight, assist the household to access shelter for 
the night by making a warm hand-off and connection 
with a shelter provider. Make a plan for someone 
to be in touch with the household the next day, or 
to talk about housing referrals or other appropriate 
community resources. The next step might be a referral 
to a homeless prevention provider or to have a CES 
triage completed. Sometimes the Problem-Solving 
conversation should continue the next day to gather 
more information before moving the household to the 
next intervention.

IF THE HOUSING CRISIS CANNOT BE RESOLVED AT THIS TIME

Staff: Hi Tony, I’m Jane. It’s nice to meet you. Please come into my office and take a seat -- So, what brings you in today?

Tony: I’m getting kicked out of my apartment. I used to work as an Uber Driver but my car broke down a few months ago so I 
haven’t been able to keep up with my rent. The guy I’m renting a room from is asking me to leave today unless I can pay him 
$1,800, which I can’t afford. I’m just really scared about having nowhere to go. Someone told me about this shelter and about 
how they were able to stay for 90 days. I guess I came to see how I can stay here.

Staff: That sounds really tough. It was really strong of you to come in today. How long have you been in your current room for 
rent?

Tony: I’ve been renting that room for almost two years now. It’s $600 a month and I only fell behind one other time – I don’t get 
why he’s being so unreasonable! I always pay my rent on time. It’s just tough now that I’m  only getting $220 a month in GR.

Staff: You mentioned that you fell behind on rent one other time, it sounds like you were able to continue staying in the unit after 
that, how were you able to do that?

Tony: I was just a little short once and borrowed money from my sister, but we’re not talking anymore.

Staff: What is your relationship like with the person you are staying with?

Tony: I don’t know. He’s really upset right now – but as long as I pay my rent, I guess he’s cool. I just know I have to get out of 
there.

Staff: Where did you live prior to renting this room?
 
Tony: I was living with my parents in Reseda but my dad passed away and my mom moved in with my brother’s family. She’s 
been added to my brother’s Section 8 Voucher. I can’t tell my mom about this. She is still grieving my dad’s death. I need to 
independent and do this on my own.

PROBLEM-SOLVING CHECKPOINT: How would you handle this?



  NOTES
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MOVING TOWARDS 
SOLUTIONS

CHAPTER 3



P roblem-Solving always begins with the conversation, 
however, the action steps and assistance needed 
to prevent or resolve homelessness will vary 

depending upon the household and their unique 
circumstances. The goal of Problem-Solving is to provide 
the least amount of assistance necessary in order for 
the household remain in, or return to, housing quickly. 
Offer just what is needed to address the housing crisis, 
not more. Effective Problem-Solving often requires 
innovation, creativity, and out-of-the-box solutions. 
However, the types of services and assistance that can be 
offered might include: 

MOVING TOWARDS SOLUTIONS
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Figure 3.1 Problem-Solving Wheel

members, and/or between the household and friends. It is imperative 
to always first address privacy concerns with the household and to 
discuss roles before each conversation. In mediation, staff are also 
modeling mediation skills that can be used by the household in the 
future, when needed. Mediation may be needed to resolve concerns 
with prior or new landlord/property manager around topics such as: 

 ● Communication.
 ● When and how the rent will be paid.
 ● Discussing the expectations for the tenant and landlord. 

Mediation can also be used when households are behind on their rent 
to come up with a payment plan so the household can maintain their 
housing, and homelessness can be prevented. Mediation between the 
household and their family members or friends can be used to resolve 
specific issues in their relationship, or to discuss what a potential 
housing relationship will look like should the household stay with 
them. Topics to discuss can include: 

 ● Where the household will stay?
 ● What their responsibilities will be?
 ● What they are contributing to the household?
 ● How long they will stay?

❶ Connection to mainstream benefits. 

❷ Lease and tenant law legal assistance.

❸ Case management services.

❹ Income and employment services.

❺ Limited rent and/or financial assistance.

❻ Budgeting and/or life skills.

❼ Housing location and navigation.

It is important that staff engaged in Problem-Solving are 
familiar with all aspects of CES and are knowledgeable 
about the resources available within the community 
so that connections can be made quickly. At any point 
in the conversation in which the household identifies a 
potential temporary or permanent housing option, pivot 
to taking action steps with the household to explore that 
option. Assisting with connections and/or arrangements 
may include providing mediation with the person or 
entity that has been identified as a possible source of 
support and negotiating around potential barriers. When 
necessary, limited rent or financial assistance that will 
directly result in housing are available.

Mediation is defined as an intervention in a dispute, 
process, or relationship among parties. Problem-Solving 
staff may engage in mediation to address potential issues 
that exist with a former or potentially new landlord or 
property manager, between the household and family 

By assisting with a mediation process, Problem-Solving staff are ideally 
able to understand the needs of all parties and negotiate a resolution. 
When negotiation is successfully utilized, both parties are comfortable 
with the solution and the housing crisis can be resolved.   

TAKING ACTION TOWARDS SOLUTIONS



SUB-POPULATION CONSIDERATIONS
Survivors of domestic violence, human trafficking, and/or sexual assault 

Households who are survivors of domestic violence (DV), human trafficking, and/or sexual assault can access services through 
CES Initial Points of Entry or through victim service provider agencies. Staff working with households who access services 
through a CES Initial Point of Entry should inform households about services offered by victim service provider agencies. Do 
not assume that the household wants to have services through those agencies, just offer it and then move on. CES also builds 
safety screening and assessment into all phases.  

When working with these populations, staff must ensure that housing options are safe locations for the household. It is also 
imperative to be careful using mediation in these situations. Mediation should not be used between a survivor of DV, human 
trafficking, and/or sexual assault and the person who caused, or is causing, harm. In Problem-Solving conversations, staff 
should outreach to the DV Regional Coordinator for the area to help the household create a safety plan and receive additional 
support. It is also important to note that offering a household DV services does not prevent them from accessing traditional 
homeless services. 
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DEFINING SUCCESSFUL 
OUTCOMES FOR 

PROBLEM-SOLVING  

CHAPTER 4



5 Successful Problem-Solving Outcomes      
Households often move in with friends or family when 
they have limited options and no housing or income 
history. In LA, with the high price of housing, it is not 
unusual for households to have to share space. In many 
cases, households experiencing a housing crisis who are 
presenting for assistance will have come from living in a 
shared housing situation and for any number of reasons 
were no longer able to stay there. One of the most 
common successful outcomes to be achieved through 
Problem-Solving is to assist a household with moving in 
with friends or family. 

Situations in this category include the following: 

When new strategies are implemented, particularly when 
they are implemented at a large scale, it is essential to define 
what a successful outcome looks like. In Problem-Solving any 
time a household is able to avoid or reduce an experience of 
homelessness, this is considered a success. That means that 
housing with family or friends—even if temporary — is con-
sidered a success. While a longer commitment would be ideal, 
circumstances can change quickly and what might have been 
temporary yesterday could turn into a more permanent solution. 
Even a temporary housing option may provide the household just 
enough time to come up with a new and more permanent solu-
tion. Homelessness is traumatizing, even spending a single night 
housed is considered a successful outcome.   

It should be noted that some households need very little to 
self-resolve their crisis. It may just be that the crisis and stress 
has left them in a position where they cannot think through their 
options. In this situation, the Problem-Solving staff is simply 
helping the household to think through their options.    

There are five main Problem-Solving outcomes that households 
can achieve, which include:

MOVING IN WITH FRIENDS OR FAMILY FOR LONGER-TERM 
PERIOD 1

Staff can help the household identify what they can 
contribute to the supporting household and what 
personal goals they can work on that will result in a 
long-term housing solution (i.e., either remaining in that 
housing situation or moving to a new residence). 

When moving back with a friend or family member 
they have stayed with previously, it is important 
to determine how this time will be different than 
before, especially if the last round ended badly. 

When moving in with someone they have not 
stayed with before, it is important to set the 
parameters for the situation and address any 
potential concerns. Help both parties think about 
house rules, how to share the space, and even 
consider offering them a roommate agreement to 
discuss and agree upon.

 •

 •
Permanently moving in with family or friends.1

2

3

4

Temporarily moving in with family and friends 
as they seek new housing.
Relocating permanently to a safe location out 
of town where they have social supports of 
friends or family.
Finding a new residence of their own.

Returning to their own residence.

5

 DEFINING SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES FOR PROBLEM-SOLVING
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DEFINING SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES FOR PROBLEM-SOLVING



There are several situations when households are able to return to their own prior residence. This outcome is more common 
in tight rental markets like LA. First, households are able to return to their own residence when they have walked away from 
a current lease, perhaps because they were unable to pay their current or back rent. Remember, even in tight rental markets 
like Los Angeles, it is better for the landlord to work with a household to remain, or move back in, than it is to have to put it 
back on the market. In this situation, staff can use Problem-Solving skills such as mediation to help the household identify 
friends or family members who can provide financial assistance to pay the rent, and mediate with the landlord to develop a 
payment plan, or negotiate an extension of time to find the funds. While it can be embarrassing to come back and request 
help from the landlord, with staff support, the household can feel positive about this option. If the household is unable to 
identify a friend or family member who is able to do this, staff can explore financial assistance through the Problem-Solving 
intervention.  

Second, some households have relationship issues that are not related to domestic violence or sexual assault, and their 
significant other is still in the home. In these cases, staff can set-up a call with the significant other to explore whether the 
household can return to the residence. Finally, some households have lived in other places that are options, such as returning 
to live with their parents or other family members. In this last case, it is important to ensure that having the household move 
back in does not put the family member in a precarious situation and their housing at risk. 

This is an outcome for households wishing to live on their own, have prior experience living on their own, and have current 
income or could easily gain employment to have income to pay the rent moving forward. This option is best for persons with 
employment, income, and their own housing history, and family or friends that live locally in LA that they can live with while 
they find a new place. Since the household ultimately wants to live on their own, their friends or family members may be 
more willing to allow them to stay for a specific, short-term time-frame. In helping households think through this option, it is 
important to help with various aspects of securing new housing. This may  include: 

 ● Providing lists of available units from the Housing Location Program.
 ● Offering to assist in a walk through to check for damage.
 ● Checking in on the important terms of the lease such as when the rent is due and how it is paid.
 ● Helping to create a saving/budget plan for household's to pay for their deposits.

Deposits through the Problem-Solving Assistance Fund will be reserved for household's who can only stay with friends and 
family for a temporary time due to approved factors.  It is a good idea to discuss developing a plan in case the household has 
a sudden change in income, especially if this is a part of their history. The goal is to empower households to see themselves as 
consumers in a business transaction with their landlord. This is a point to highlight with the friends and family since the goal is 
to have the household handle their rental situation on their own in the future.

RETURN TO THEIR OWN RESIDENCE 

TEMPORARILY STAY WITH FRIENDS OR FAMILY AS THEY SEEK NEW HOUSING 

2

3

"[IN PROBLEM-SOLVING] ANY TIME A HOUSEHOLD IS ABLE TO 
AVOID OR REDUCE AN EXPERIENCE OF HOMELESSNESS, THIS IS 

CONSIDERED A SUCCESS. "
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Some households have friends/family support network, 
employment or educational opportunities out of town. In these 
situations, it is important to first check in with the household 
to determine if the host is safe and appropriate. Next, the staff 
member can set-up a phone call with the host family to confirm 
that the household can stay there and then work out the details. 
This is an important step. Questions that should be asked of the 
hosting household should include:  

In some circumstances, households seeking assistance 
may have resources to move into a new place of their own, 
but may need assistance with locating an affordable unit, 
negotiating with a new landlord, financial assistance to 
pay for security deposit, etc. If the household requests this 
avenue, staff should assist in the process, making sure to 
highlight all the facts around this move and what will be 
necessary for the household to maintain the unit. 

Types of housing can include: 

MOVE TO THEIR OWN RESIDENCE  RELOCATING PERMANENTLY TO A SAFE PLACE OUT OF TOWN4 5

Once all of these details have been settled, staff will then work 
with the household to arrange travel. Remember, you may 
need to arrange for a hotel for a night or two to cover their 
accommodations until they leave town.

SHARED HOUSING. 

When household income is low, staff can focus on shared 
housing solutions and employment resources. Households 
must be prepared for all the responsibilities associated with 
maintaining their own residence.     

 •

 •

 •

 •

SOBER LIVING.

ROOM FOR RENT. 

MARKET RATE UNIT. 

SUB-POPULATION CONSIDERATIONS
Veterans 

Veteran providers engage in Problem-Solving conversations through Rapid Resolution (another name for Problem-Solving). Rapid 
Resolution, like Problem-Solving, is designed to prevent immediate entry into homelessness or immediately resolve a household’s 
homelessness once they enter shelter, transitional housing, or an unsheltered situation. Veterans accessing services through a 
CES Initial Point of Entry are informed about the availability of Veteran resources. Veterans who choose to utilize a Veteran service 
provider can be referred to a Veteran serving agency within the local Service Planning Area (SPA). Veterans who do not want 
services through a Veteran provider will engage in a Problem-Solving conversation with CES staff and can access CES services, 
regardless of VA Healthcare eligibility, if a Problem-Solving conversation does not resolve their housing crisis.

  DEFINING SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES FOR PROBLEM-SOLVING CONTINUED
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HOW LONG CAN THE HOUSEHOLD STAY?  
 

WHERE WILL THE HOUSEHOLD BE STAYING WITHIN 
THE RESIDENCE?

  

WHAT EXPECTATIONS ARE THERE ON HOW THE HOUSEHOLD 
WILL BE HELPING OUT AROUND THE HOUSE OR CONTRIBUTING 

FINANCIALLY, ETC.? 

CONSIDER OTHER KIND OF TYPICAL ROOMMATE QUESTIONS 
SUCH AS SMOKING, DRINKING, NOISE, PETS, FOOD SHARING, 

ETC.  

IS THE UNIT SAFE AND ACCESSIBLE? IS A REASONABLE 
ACCOMMODATION NEEDED?   

Photo by Maria Ziegler on Unsplash
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COMMON CHALLENGES 
(AND SOLUTIONS) 

CHAPTER 5



1  KEEPING THE PROBLEM-SOLVING ENGAGEMENT FOCUSED ON 
HOUSING 
It is important for staff to focus Problem-Solving on 

housing. Sometimes staff have difficulty keeping this focus 
and they end up working with households on every issue they 
present. When this happens, staff are not able to keep up 
with the inflow of people seeking a solution to their housing 
crisis. When staff keep housing as the central focus and trust 
households to identify the best path forward, they are better 
able to help the household quickly find housing. Remember, 
you can refer households to other services in the community 
without enrolling them in another program. A warm hand 
off is best practice if you know of a particular service that 
might be useful based on what the household is presenting or 
requesting. 

3OVERLY RELYING ON ASSISTANCE DOLLARS  
The main focus of Problem-Solving is working with the 
household in an empowering way to find a solution to 

their crisis. This will rarely involve financial assistance. This is 
a significant shift from the way homeless services have been 
approached in the past. All staff should consider financial 
assistance as a last resort. Most communities who have been 
doing Problem-Solving for a number of years find that money 
is rarely the solution. In some cases, no financial assistance 
may be needed at all, while in others it may be determined 
that assistance can provide an alternative to homelessness. 
This focus keeps the decision with the households and can best 
utilize limited resources for financial assistance.

2BEING OVERLY DIRECTIVE WITH HOUSEHOLDS 
When employing this model, staff understand that  
households seeking homeless services are experts on 

their own lives and are best able to determine places they can 
stay as an alternative to shelter. If staff are overly directive, 
they are not empowering the households to make their 
own decisions. However, the crisis and extreme stress that 
households are in at the time of the meeting, may cause them 
to reject some viable options. Therefore, it is the staff’s job to 
try to help guide them into considering all possible options.

COMMON CHALLENGES (AND SOLUTIONS)

WHAT’S THE 
PROBLEM?

EXPLORE SOLUTIONS

WHAT IS 
THE PLAN?

HOW CAN THE PLAN 
BE IMPLEMENTED?

DID THE 
PLAN WORK?
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The Problem-Solving process often requires a series of 
steps. The figure above is intended to guide staff engaged in 
Problem-Solving conversations.

Figure 5.1. Problem-Solving Conversation Guidance

❶ Identify the factors contributing to the household’s 
housing crisis. 

❷ Once the core of the problem is identified, 
collaboratively brainstorm alternative solutions. 

❸ Develop an appropriate plan based on the 
household’s unique situation. 

❹ Provide the necessary support, tools, and guidance 
to work towards a solution. 

❺ Use progressive engagement to evaluate the 
success of the intervention. 

Although Problem-Solving conversations can be a cyclical 
process, each time a household participates in a conversation, 
with your help and guidance, they are gaining the skill set 
necessary to improve their situation.

Each step motivates and empowers the household to           
self-identify how to resolve their housing crisis. 

COMMON CHALLENGES



QUICK TIPS IN PROBLEM-SOLVING CONVERSATIONS THINGS NOT TO DO
Ask for emergency contact numbers. Explore 
whether these could be potential places the 
household can stay. 

If a household mentions that they can get a ride 
from someone, ask whether that person is open 
to them staying there. 

Friends and family are often more open to 
helping when it is around the holidays. 

Silence can also be useful at times to give house-
holds time to think and process the situation.

Overly rely on financial assistance dollars. 
 •

 •

 •

 •

  TROUBLESHOOTING SCENARIOS

FAMILY
A quintessential case that occurs frequently in homeless systems across the country is when a mom with one or more children is 
living in a doubled-up situation with her mother or other family member. The kids in the family are home during the day because 
it is the summer. Since the kids are home during the day, the family’s resources are drained because the kids are eating more food. 
This situation causes extra stress and strain on the family leading to a fight between the mom and her family member. As the fight 
escalates, their family member kicks her out of her house. In this situation, a staff member can explore whether the mom and her 
kids can return to living with her family member through Problem-Solving.  

In this kind of situation, there are key questions to keep in mind: where the mom stayed last night; what led to her not being able 
to stay there; and whether it was a safe environment to return to. In some cases, it can be appropriate to ask what her family 
would think or say if they knew that she was in the shelter. If returning to the family member’s home might be a viable option, 
perhaps staff’s mediation will be the way to help mom and the household overcome the recent tension. Staff can try to facilitate a 
conversation between the mom and her family member to explore whether this is an option and what can be done to prevent the 
kind of stress that occurred. Other potential situations where households may be kicked out of a doubled-up situation include space 
constraints in the unit, children misbehaving, or damage to the dwelling.

YOUTH WHO WAS KICKED OUT OF THEIR FAMILY HOME
In this situation, it is important for staff to develop rapport with the youth to let them know that they are a safe person to talk to and 
they are there for them. It will be important to listen to the youth to develop a deep understanding and to communicate empathy. 
In this type of situation, the staff can explore whether returning to their family is an option. If it is, they can schedule a conversation 
with the youth and their family to determine if the youth can return and do some real Problem-Solving about how to manage the 
situation when tensions arise. 

OLDER ADULTS WHOSE PARTNER HAS PASSED AWAY
Older adults often enter CES when their partner has passed away and they experience a loss in income. In these situations, the staff 
person can explore whether any family members could be a potential resource for housing or other assistance. Staff could then 
schedule a call with the family member to discuss. Staff can also explore whether there are any community resources that the older 
adult can connect to. 

MOVING BACK TO CITY OF ORIGIN
Households and families are often stranded in a city without a job or other resources. Staff can explore whether returning to their 
city of origin is an option. Through this discussion it is important to identify whether there is a support network in their city of origin. 
Exploring this option includes a discussion with the family or friends in the other city. If there is, it is important to schedule a phone 
call to determine if the household or family can stay there and what the parameters of that situation will look like.
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Plan what referrals you would like to make for 
households while you are talking with them.

Rush the conversation. 

Address every issue that the household presents. The 
focus should be on housing.

Push personal values and priorities onto the household. 
A central tenet of this model is that households are 
experts on their own lives. 

Discontinue the intervention for active substance use, 
non-compliance, active health issues, or a desire to 
work with another case manager. 
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PROBLEM-SOLVING 
ASSISTANCE FUNDS 

CHAPTER 6



Problem-Solving Assistance Funds are available in 
LA County to provide limited financial assistance 
to households. This option should only be utilized 
after all other options have been explored and if the 
provision of financial assistance will directly result in 
the household being immediately housed.  Due to both 
resource limitations and the volume of need, decisions 
about when to rely on those resources should be made 
carefully. Financial assistance must be prioritized for 
those who do not have alternate resources available to 
them. Staff facilitating Problem-Solving conversations 
must always first utilize deep listening and the 
Problem-Solving conversation with households to 
determine whether they can assist the household 
to secure appropriate, safe housing without utilizing 
financial assistance. LA County has a target of 
using financial assistance in only 25% of successful 
Problem-Solving interventions.

LAHSA has identified a multitude of possible financial 
assistance categories to address a wide array of potential 
barriers to being diverted along with potential solutions 
to connect someone facing a housing crisis to financial 
assistance. These categories include emergency housing 
assistance to family and friends, first month’s rent 
and deposit, grocery gift cards, reunification services 
(assistance paid directly to a transportation provider 
for relocation by bus, train, or plane), utility assistance, 
automobile repair and registration, rental arrears, gas 
cards, and public transportation costs. 

It is imperative that the Problem-Solving Specialists 
only utilize the least amount of assistance that will 
directly result in a viable housing option and not address 
everything that the household identifies as a need. 

It is important to be cautious about discussing the 
availability of funds. Once mentioned, it can become the 
focus of the household. Avoid, announcing assistance 
funds publicly because each decision about financial 
assistance needs to be made on a case-by-case basis. It 
is also important to have a clear connection between 
the financial assistance and where the household is 
staying. In order to mitigate all of the above issues, it is 
important for staff to emphasize with households that 
decisions are made on a case-by-case basis. 

“Before we begin to talk about your situation, I want to 
let you know that each person/family that I meet with 
will have their own unique outcome. What worked for 
someone else might not be the best approach for you.”  

As staff are working with households, they will likely fall into 
three different categories which are: 

Household is not able to be immediately housed at 
this time.

Household may be housed with family or friends 
through a phone call.

Household may be housed but the barrier isn’t 
with a relationship. Instead, financial assistance is 
needed to immediately house the household. 
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PROBLEM-SOLVING ASSISTANCE FUNDS

“IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE 
PROBLEM-SOLVING SPECIALISTS ONLY UTILIZE 

THE LEAST AMOUNT OF ASSISTANCE THAT 
WILL DIRECTLY RESULT IN A VIABLE HOUSING 
OPTION AND NOT ADDRESS EVERYTHING THAT 

THE HOUSEHOLD IDENTIFIES AS A NEED.”

Below is an example of how to frame the conversation: 

TYPES OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE:
Security Deposit •
Rental Assistance 

Emergency Housing 
Assistance 
Rental Arrears

Automobile Repair

Utility Arrears

Utility Deposit 

Furniture Assistance 

Application Fees 

Grocery Cards

Utility Assistance

 •
 •

 •
 •
 •
 •
 •
 •

 •
 •
 •

Gas Cards 

Reunification Services 

Public Transportation

 •
 •

Motel Voucher
Legal Services
Storage

Employment •
 •
 •
 •

Pet Boarding 
Medical Cost
Debt ResolutionMiscellaneous Housing Cost •

 •
 •
 •

PROBLEM-SOLVING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

1

2

3



Process for accessing financial assistance:

There is a maximum of one-time per twelve-month period for relocation assistance out of LA County and it can only 
be paid to the transportation provider. 

Staff will have access to the financial assistance through LAHSA, only after completing the Problem-Solving 
training in order to access the financial assistance. 

a.
b.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

There is a maximum of three times per twelve-month period in which a household can receive a $100 grocery gift, or 
a maximum of $300.

Utility assistance may only be paid for a maximum of three months of arrears and one time per year for a utility 
deposit.

Automobile repairs and registration must not exceed $500, and it is only allowable if it is related to employment, 
housing search, or reunification. 

Rental arrears may not exceed one month. 

For Emergency Housing Assistance, households can receive up to $200 for a minimum of a 30-day stay and $400 for a 
minimum of a 60-day stay. Families can receive up to $450 for a minimum of a 30-day stay and $900 for a minimum of 
a 60-day stay. Emergency Housing Assistance can only be received two times in a 12-month period. 

Only staff who have taken the Problem-Solving training will have access to the financial assistance funding. 
This will serve as a check and balance to ensure that the Problem-Solving conversation is prioritized in CES. Other 
communities across the country who have implemented Problem-Solving have overly relied on financial assistance 
which has resulted in overspending the dollars, and in overly relying on “training wheels” at the expense of not 
emphasizing the true value of this model.

  IMPORTANT LIMITS ON THE USE OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

When utilizing financial assistance additional steps need to be taken when tracking this service. Households will need to be 
enrolled into the Problem-Solving component in LA HMIS. Eligibility needs to be documented and uploaded into LA HMIS. 
See pages 53-54 for instruction on how to upload documents to LA HMIS. 

ELIGIBILITY DOCUMENTATION INCLUDES: 

Each Access Center and Family Solution Center will have an allocation of financial assistance.

HOMELESS STATUS: 
Households must be determined to be Homeless under Category 1 (Literally Homeless) or Category 4 (Fleeing 
DV) according to HUD’s Final Rule on “Defining Homeless” (24.CFR parts 91, 576 and 578) or Imminently at 
Risk of becoming and needing to vacate their resident within thirty days. LA CoC homeless certification form 
or Imminent Risk of Homelessness form must be completed and all supporting documentation referenced in 
the forms.  

INCOME REQUIREMENTS: 
Households must be determined to be income eligible by meeting income threshold at or below 50% Area 
Median Income (AMI) for Los Angeles County. If a household is in subsidized housing AND currently or 
formerly under a homeless housing assistance program (i.e. Homeless Section 8) with income up to 80% of 
area median income (AMI) they can also qualify. Proof of income can be a paystub, bank statement, letter 
from SSI/SSDI or DPSS office etc. 

a.

b.
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  PROBLEM-SOLVING ASSISTANCE FUNDS CONTINUED

A comprehensive case note must be completed which details the household’s situation, what activities were done 
together, and why financial assistance is needed. See page 45 for instruction on how to enter a case note.  

Additional supporting documentation must also be uploaded into LA HMIS and can be found in detail in the Financial 
Assistance 6.1 section.

Requests for funds can be made through LA HMIS, or can be made directly to any LAHSA-funded Access center or 
Family Solution Center. 

Once funds have been distributed it is the responsibility of the requesting case manager to write a final case note, 
complete an exit plan, and close out the participant when they have stabilized in housing. All additional requests for 
funds will be denied if documentation is not in LA HMIS and program enrollments are not closed out. 

If LA HMIS shows that Problem-Solving conversations are not taking place, financial assistance requests will be 
denied.

 •

 •

 •

 •

 •

1Jane, a mom with two kids, had been staying with a         
relative. The host household finances had become strained 
because the kids were getting older and eating more food 

in the house. This led to a fight and the relative kicked Jane 
out with her kids. Problem-Solving staff facilitated a phone 
conversation between Jane and her relative and the relative 
agreed to allow Jane and her kids to return to household for 
a few months in exchange for a $100 grocery gift card.

2Anthony, a single adult male, came to LA looking for 
work. He had a bus ticket back to Brooklyn, NY but 
both the ticket and his wallet were stolen. Anthony 

has family that he can stay with in Brooklyn. Staff called 
the family and they stated that he can stay with them until 
he can find work. Staff used financial assistance funds to 
purchase a Greyhound bus ticket so that Anthony could 
return home. 

3Tim had been living in his own apartment with his 
son until he was evicted after losing his job. During 
Problem-Solving, he shared that if he could find a place 

to stay for a few months, he would be able to find another job 
and move himself and his son back into their own place. Tim 
mentioned that he might be able to stay with his cousin, but 
he knew that the household finances were tight. Staff called 
the cousin who confirmed that he would be happy to have 
his Tim and son stay but that he was concerned about the 
finances. Staff offered $400 of financial assistance to the 
cousin and he agreed to allow the Tim and his son to stay for 
two months. A written agreement was developed and signed 
by both parties. 

4Laura, a single mom with three kids, was living with 
her children's father at his parent’s house. Laura and 
her boyfriend got into a physical altercation. She stated 

that she was frustrated with the situation and could not go 
back. Through Problem-Solving, Laura identified a family 
member in a nearby city where she could stay. Laura had 
a car that she could use to drive there but her car needed 
$200 in repairs to make the trip. Staff facilitated a phone 
call between the household and her family member and 
confirmed that she and her children could stay there 
for a couple of months. The staff then utilized financial 
assistance to have the household’s car repaired so that 
she could drive to her family member’s house.  A written 
agreement about this was developed and signed by both 
parties. 

  SCENARIOS WHEN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE CAN BE UTILIZED
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1Jay engaged with staff in Problem-Solving and identified 
that they can move in with their brother. Staff facilitates a 
phone call with the household and their brother, and the 

brother agrees. Earlier in the conversation Jay stated that they 
would like to eventually get their own place and asks about 
a security deposit. Later the Jay identifies that once they 
begin staying with their brother that they will be able to start 
working again and can save up money for a security deposit 
on their own. Since the Jay is able to stay with their brother 
without assistance and can save up for the deposit on their 
own, this would not be an appropriate situation for financial 
assistance.  

2During Problem-Solving, Maria states that she would 
like to access financial assistance dollars to move to 
New York City, because that is a place she has always 

wanted to live. Upon further discussion, Maria shares 
that she has no family, friends, or other connections or 
job opportunities in New York City. This would not be an 
appropriate situation for financial assistance since it is not 
sustainable. It is suggested that staff further explore the 
connections that the household has locally for potential 
housing options. 

3During Problem-Solving, Andi lists several areas of need 
including repairs to her car, assistance with a utility bill, 
along with several other areas. It is important for staff to 

focus on the assistance needs that are connected to hou-
sing and not on every area of need. In this case, assistance 
with the utility bill would be the area to focus for financial 
assistance since paying the bill would allow Andi to return to 
her former housing. The repairs to her car would not be an 
appropriate use of financial assistance since she is not using it 
for employment, housing search or reunification.  

4Through Problem-Solving, Wilma identifies a family 
member she could stay with. During the phone call 
with the family member, the host states the Wilma can 

stay indefinitely, without a problem. Wilma, however, said 
that she does not want to live with her family because it is 
a twenty minute further drive to work. This would not be 
an appropriate situation for financial assistance for a secu-
rity deposit since it is not possible to accommodate every-
one's desires when they have safe, reasonable alternative 
housing options. Staff could provide support and work with 
the household to create a budget plan to help Wilma save 
for her own security deposit.

  SCENARIOS WHEN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE SHOULD NOT BE UTILIZED 
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SUB-POPULATION CONSIDERATIONS
People with disabilities

When staff are working on a housing solution with a person who has a disability, they must inquire with a household to identify 
if there are additional needs for the participant to be both safe and able to access the possible housing option(s). Never assume 
that you know. As part of the Problem-Solving conversation, consider and inquire if their disability played any role in the 
household losing their housing.

Inquire whether when they were living with a friend or family previously, could they find accessible transportation to use for 
appointments, job interviews, etc.? It is possible that his/her/their hosts got frustrated with their lack of progress and asked 
them to leave? If you learn this, then it is worth finding the appropriate transportation service that can bridge that gap and 
then discuss reaching back out to that family and friend to mediate a return.

While discussing possible solutions to a household's housing crisis, ask if they had attempted to get an accommodation 
from their landlord and were evicted instead. If this did occur, it may be worth it to ask the participant if you could assist 
in mediating with the landlord by including education about the ADA and reasonable modification of policy. Staff may also 
make a referral to a Legal Services provider for assistance in this situation.

If the household expresses concern about their safety due to their disability, dig deeply into that concern and try to learn 
what would be needed for them to feel safe and help them think about safe housing options.

Remember, not all disabilities are readily apparent.  Additionally, households with disabilities may react differently to housing 
situations than other participants with the same disability (i.e. all individuals need to be treated and evaluated as individuals), 
especially those who have recently acquired the disability. It is the role of the Problem-Solving staff working with the household 
to make the conversation one where it is easy to inquire as to whether there is any disability that could be affecting their 
housing crisis. 

 •

 •

 •



FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Security Deposit
Maximum allowable fee is double the deposit, along 
with the additional deposits such as:
 ● Keys
 ● Remote 
 ● Mailbox

Maximum of one (1) security deposit in a twelve 
(12) month period.

● Problem-Solving Assistance  
Request Form 
● Copy of W-9 
● Proof of Ownership  
● Lease Agreement
● Housing and Habitability 
Inspection

One (1) month of rental assistance. Rental            
assistance can be utilized to move into a new unit. 
Cannot be used if security deposit funds are used. 

Types of housing can include: 
 ● Shared Housing 
 ● Sober Living 
 ● Room for Rent 
 ● Market Rate unit (apartment)

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Housing and Habitability 
● Inspection Form
● Lease/Rental/Resident Agreement 
● Rent Reasonableness  
● W-9 and Proof of Ownership

Financial assistance for family/friends to house a 
homeless family are an eligible cost if it is related 
to diverting a family into a temporary housing 
situation and not entering crisis housing.  

The host household must be able to commit to a 
minimum stay. 

Maximum financial assistance for minimum 30-day 
commitment:
 ● Individual participant: $200 
 ● Family with children: $450 

Maximum financial assistance for minimum 60-day 
commitment:
 ● Individual participant: $400 
 ● Family with children: $900 

Maximum two(2) Emergency Housing Assistance in 
a 12-month period. 

Emergency Housing 
Assistance

Rental Assistance

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Written statement commitment 
form signed by the household or 
family that participant can stay for at 
least 30 or 60 days
● Housing and Habitability 
Inspection 
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 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE CHART

Rental Arrears 

Only if necessary, to prevent loss of housing or 
rehouse. Maximum of one (1) month of rental 
arrears. 

If more than one (1) month of arrears is needed, 
participant should be referred to a Prevention 
Program. 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Notice from Landlord (3-day, 
30-day) 
● Statement or bill 
● Lease agreement 
● W-9 
● Proof of ownership 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Automobile repairs and registration are allowable 
only if these costs are related to employment, 
housing search, or reunification. Costs must not 
exceed $500. 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Invoice or Estimate or repair  
● Receipt of payment 

Eligible utilities include:
 ● Gas 
 ● Electricity
 ● Water
 ● Trash

Maximum of one (1) utility deposit per twelve (12) 
month period.  

Utility Deposit 

Automobile Repair 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Copy of bill  
● Lease agreement 
● Receipt of the payment

Only if necessary, to prevent loss of housing or to 
re-house: maximum three (3) months of arrears 
per utility. Eligible utilities include:
 ● Gas 
 ● Electricity
 ● Water
 ● Trash

If additional utility arrears are needed participant 
should be referred to a Prevention Program.

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Statement or bill that includes the 
cost of each month paid
● Lease agreement 
● Receipt 

Grocery Cards

Grocery cards are eligible costs if it is related 
to diverting a family into a temporary housing 
situation. Maximum assistance of three (3) grocery 
gift cards per twelve (12) month period. 

● Individual participant: $100 per card maximum
● Families with children: $250 per card maximum

Cards cannot be spent on alcohol and must be 
given to the diverted head of household.  

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Signed Gift Card acceptance form
● Receipt of Gift Card Purchase 

Utility Arrears

Utility Assistance

Utility payments for family/friends host homes. 
Maximum assistance of three (3) months per 
twelve (12) month period. Utility payments must 
be made to the host household.

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Copy of Bill for each utility for each 
month paid 
● Letter from family/friend confir-
ming family is staying at address 
identified on monthly bill
● Receipt



FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Furniture Assistance 

 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE CHART CONTINUED

Application Fees 

Public Transportation is an eligible cost if it is related 
to an employment or housing search. Maximum 
assistance of four (4), one (1) month LA County 
Metro (or transit agency in Los Angeles County) 
passes in a two (2) year period. 

Providers are encouraged to use transportation 
on an as needed basis, including replenishing TAP 
cards with limited funds as needed.   

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Receipt

Furniture assistance is an eligible expense when 
it results in a household obtaining alternative 
housing.

Available items are limited to: 
 ●  Bedding: mattress, box spring, and
      frame
 ●  Furnishings: sofa bed 
 ●  Linen: Bath towels, comforter,
      sheets, and pillow
 ●  Cleaning Supplies: trash can, trash 
     bags, broom and dust pan, 
                    cleaner, cleaning towels, vacuum, mop
                    and pail, laundry detergent, sponges,    
                    toilet paper, and dishwashing liquid 

Maximum financial assistance for;  
 ● Individual participant: $500 
 ● Family with children: $900

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● List of Furniture Items Requested  
● Receipt

Eligible costs include: 
 ● Housing applications
 ● Tenant screening reports
 ● Background checks
 ● Credit check score fees

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Receipt

Public 
Transportation
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Gas Cards are an eligible cost if it is related 
to employment or housing search. Maximum 
assistance of three (3) $25 gas cards per a twelve 
(12) month period. 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Receipt 

Gas Cards 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Expenses associated with gaining or keeping 
employment, including but not limited to: 
 ● Uniforms
 ● Tools 
 ● Driver’s license fees 
 ● License/certification (costs required for
     employment are eligible)

Employment 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Receipt 

Expenses paid directly to a transportation provider 
for relocation by bus, train, or plane, to reunify 
participant with family members who have 
agreed to provide housing outside of LA County. 
Transportation mode selected must be the most 
cost-effective option available. 

Providers can use discretion regarding fuel costs 
for participants with automobiles seeking reuni-
fication assistance. In these cases, the provider 
must document mileage and estimated fuel cost, 
and provide gas cards for needed fuel. Automobile 
repairs needed for reunification cases must be 
classified as automobile repair and abide by the 
categories budget restrictions for that category. 

All reunification cases must meet documentation 
standards regarding cost and destination.

Maximum of one-time assistance per twelve (12) 
months period. 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Statement or Bill that includes the 
cost of each month paid. 
● Lease agreement 
● Receipt 

Reunification 
Services 

Motel Voucher 

Only available for households that are utilizing 
reunification services and are awaiting a departure 
date with transportation provider. 

The payment for the motel voucher must be made 
directly to the motel/hotel.   

Cost must be reasonable and will be determined 
based on need of household.

Assistance Limit:
 ● Maximum of three (3) days 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Copy of invoice and receipt 



FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Storage

Pet Boarding

Includes medical costs over and/or above insurance 
including:
 ● Medications
 ● Durable equipment
 ● Reasonable accommodations

To not exceed $2,000. Does not include recreational 
medication use or cosmetic use.

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Estimate of cost of medications 
and/or equipment 

Storage Fees: 
 ● Equivalent of three (3) months of storage
  fees/arrears in a twelve (12) month period. 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Invoice  
● W-9 
● Receipt  
● Storage Vendor  
● Statement or Bill that includes the 
cost of each month paid

● Storage Fee:  
             ◦ Copy of bill that reflects  
 the monthly fee                                                                                              
             ◦ A billing statement would  
                be necessary if assistance 
                for multiple months is     
                provided in a single 
                payment 

Pet boarding is only allowable if it removes barriers 
for participants to obtain and secure housing.  

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Invoice  
● Receipt  

Medical Cost
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Legal Services

Provide support with eviction prevention, landlord 
dispute resolution, legal record expungement 
and other Legal Services that relate to housing 
stabilization.  

Assistance Limit:
 ● Maximum $1,000 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form  
● Invoice 
● Case number  
● Law firm contact 
● Receipt of services rendered  

 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE CHART CONTINUED
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GUIDANCE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Financial Institutions and payday loans not to 
exceed $2,600. 

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form  
● Invoice  
● Faxed loan/document  
● Receipt 

These costs encompass any additional and/or 
outstanding item necessary for obtaining and 
securing housing: 
 ● Key
 ● Remote
 ● Parking spot
 ● Mailbox/P.O. Box.

Miscellaneous 
Housing Costs

Debt Resolution

● Problem-Solving Assistance 
Request Form 
● Lease/Rental/Resident Agreement 
or Host Family Commitment Form 
● Invoice costs associated with item 
● Receipt 
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PROBLEM-SOLVING 
AND THE LA HMIS 

CHAPTER 7



PROBLEM SOLVING AND THE LA HMIS 
LAHSA and participating community based organizations (CBO) collect and share information about individuals who access 
homeless services. The information is confidentially stored in a local electronic database called the Greater Los Angeles Homeless 
Management Information System (LA HMIS). The LA HMIS securely records information (data) about persons accessing housing and 
homeless services within the Los Angeles County. It is required to protect confidential information, referred to as Protected Personal 
Information (PPI), of each household. 

WHY INFORMATION IS COLLECTED AND SHARED  
The information collected and shared in LA HMIS helps efficiently coordinate the most effective services for participants. It allows 
for the completion of one universal intake per person, reports homelessness in the community, and assess the types of resources 
needed.  

THE TYPE OF INFORMATION COLLECTED AND SHARED
PPI and general information obtained during intake and assessment, may include but is not limited to:

History of homelessness and housing (including current housing status and where and when services have 
been accessed) 

HOW PERSONAL INFORMATION IS PROTECTED
PPI is protected by passwords and encryption technology. Each LA HMIS user and CBO must sign an agreement to maintain the 
security and privacy of all information. Each LA HMIS user or CMO that violates the agreement will have access rights terminated and 
may be subject to further penalties. 

Please see the LA HMIS Privacy Notice located in the document library of the LAHSA home page for more information.  

LA HMIS CONSENT REFUSED DATA ENTRY 
Households who refuse to share their data have every right to do so. The LA HMIS user inputting the household’s data will simply 
choose “No” for the Release of Information. Their information will still be input into the LA HMIS, but the information will no longer 
be available to any other CMO. 

Households may also revoke their consent at any time. Revocation must be provided either in writing or by completing the 
Revocation of Consent form found in the document library of LAHSA’s website. 

RISK-BASED DATA REMOVAL 
Per HUD, programs that specifically target persons experiencing domestic violence (DV) are exempt from using LA HMIS. However, it 
is understood that service providers may also serve DV survivors. While the standard LA HMIS intake flow applies in these situations, 
it is recommended providers take cautionary measures when potentially assisting a DV survivor. 

LA HMIS has HUD data elements that:
 (1) Help identify potential DV survivors.
 (2) Know when the experience occurred.
 (3) Determine if the household is currently fleeing domestic violence.

 •
 •

 •
 •

 • Name and contact information 

Social security number 

Birthdate  

Demographic information such as gender identity, and race/ethnicity, and disability

PROBLEM-SOLVING AND LA HMIS
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If the household is currently fleeing a dangerous situation, 
providers should be sensitive to the collection of DV information 
and be able to connect that person/family with the appropriate 
services and/or referrals. A household might have a history of 
domestic violence and may choose not to share their information 
with other agencies. In this case, staff can set their profile and 
enrollment as private and consent refused to ensure that their 
PPI is not disclosed to other organizations. 

LICENSING  
A license is needed to utilize LA HMIS. The level of access is 
dependent on each organization/agency’s use. Each license is for 
one user only and may not be shared amongst several people. 

Users accessing LA HMIS will be granted the lowest level of 
access for the work identified to be done within LA HMIS, such 
as read-only or basic user level. For the list of access roles and 
permissions, please see the LA HMIS policies and procedures 
in the document library of LAHSA’s website. If you do not have 
access to LA HMIS, please follow the steps below: 

First, check with your organization and confirm 
they are integrated in the LA HMIS system. If your 
organizaiton is not utilizing LA HMIS they will need to 
reach out to HMISSupport@lahsa.org and express their 
interest in joining the LA HMIS.

Once you have confirmed your organization is actively 
using LA HMIS, you will need to create an account on 
our training website - https://lahsa.configio.com.  

Enroll in and successfully complete the HMIS 10 and 
HMIS 100 course. 

Once training is complete, your LA HMIS log in 
credentials will be issued within 5 business days via 
email. Your log in credentials are unique to each user 
and should not be shared. 

A password will be provided to access the 
Problem-Solving Tracking Tool. This password should 
not be shared.

LA HMIS ACCESS REMOVAL 
Any violation of the HMIS User Agreement is grounds for 
immediate suspension or revocation of access to LA HMIS. Please 
refer to the LA HMIS User Agreement located in the document 
library of LAHSA’s website.  

An LA HMIS license may also be revoked if the user is inactive 
for 30 or more days. To regain access to the system the user 
must take the HMIS 10 and HMIS 100 refresher courses located 
within https://lahsa.configio.com/. The user also has the choice 
of taking the refresher courses in person at LAHSA. Registration 
for the in-person refresher courses can be achieved through 
Configio.

It is the responsibility of the organization to notify LAHSA when 
an employee no longer needs LA HMIS access or is no longer 
employed by the organization. A Termination of Employee form 
must be submitted to notify the LA HMIS administrator that an 
employee no longer works for the organization and thus all LA 
HMIS access needs to be revoked. This form can be found on 
the document library of LAHSA’s website.   

RECORDING PROBLEM SOLVING IN LA HMIS 
Each and every Problem-Solving conversation must be 
recorded in LA HMIS via the “Problem-Solving Tracking 
Tool.” It is also imperative to leave detailed notes about the 
conversation in the Notes section of LA HMIS so subsequent 
Problem-Solving conversations can start where they left off. 
Proper documentation ensures households do not have to 
continuously repeat information already provided.  

COMPLETING THE PROBLEM-SOLVING TRACKING TOOL IN LA 
HMIS

Log into LA HMIS. 

Search for the household.  

Identify the household is the person you are working 
with by verifying the social security number and/or 
birthdate 

If the household cannot be found in LA HMIS 
create a profile for them. 

Ensure the household is informed about their 
personal information being shared and signs the 
“Release of Information.” If they do not want 
their information shared with other agencies 
you will still enter them into the system, but 
will need to set their Release of Information 
permission to “No.” 
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Click on the “Assessments” tab. 

Toggle on all Activities Performed during the Problem-Solving conversation. You may select more than one activity.

Toggle on all Referrals Made. You may select more than one referral. 
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7

8

9

4

5

6

Locate the 
“Problem Solving 
Tracking Tool”.

Click Start.

10 Choose the appropriate Outcome of your conversation with the 
household. 

Enter your personal information under the Staff Information section. 
Note: If the household refused to share their personal information 
you must toggle the “Private” button on. This will ensure other 
agencies cannot see their assessment.  

11

Click12

 COMPLETING THE PROBLEM-SOLVING TRACKING TOOL IN LA HMIS CONTINUED

Complete the tool by entering the required information. Be sure to utilize the drop-down menus to help you clearly 
identify what is being asked.

Note: If financial assistance is being requested you MUST toggle Enrolled 
in Problem-Solving Assistance Funds.



ADDING A PROBLEM-SOLVING NOTE IN LA HMIS

Log into LA HMIS. 

If the household cannot be found in LA HMIS create a 
profile for them. 

Click on the Notes tab. 

Click Add Note.
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1

2

3

Search for the household.  

Identify the household is the person you are working with 
by verifying the social security number and/or birthdate. 

a.
b.

4

5

Ensure the household is informed about their perso-
nal information being shared and signs the “Release 
of Information.” If they do not want their information 
shared with other agencies you will still enter them 
into the system but, will need to set their Release of 
Information permission to “No.”

Enter the details of the Problem-Solving Conversation

Title: Problem-Solving Conversation # 

Toggle the Private button on if the household opted to keep 
their personal information private.   

Click

Date: The date the conversation took 
place. 

Time Tracking: The amount of time spent with the 
household during the conversation

Note: Provide specific details about the 
conversation including the household’s situation, 
what activities were done with the household 
and the reason financial assistance is needed if 
necessary. Providing as much detail as possible will 
keep the household from having to repeat their 
story and create more trust between them and the 
LA HMIS. 

6

7

8

a.

b.

c.
d.

When entering conversation details into HMIS, 
staff should note the number of the conversation, 
for example “Problem-Solving Conversation #1” 
or “Problem-Solving Conversation #6”.



REQUESTING PROBLEM-SOLVING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IN LA HMIS – PROGRAM ENROLLMENT 

Log into 
LA HMIS. 

To request financial assistance through Problem-Solving the household must be enrolled in the Problem-Solving “program.”
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Locate Problem-Solving.

Click    

Enter the Program Entry details.

Specify the Cash Income Documentation by clicking the toggle 
button for any documentation of the household’s income. 

Enter the Non-Cash Benefits details by selecting an option from 
the drop-down menu and clicking the toggle button for any 
non-cash benefits that apply.  

Enter the Health Insurance details by selecting an option from 
the drop-down menu and clicking the toggle button for any 
health insurance options that apply.  

Enter the Health and Education details by selecting an option 
from the drop-down menu for each question.  

Click

1 2 3 4

5
6

Housing Status: Choose an option 
from the drop-down menu.

Enter the Living Situation details by selecting an option 
from the drop-down menu for each question. 

a. b.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

 •

Enter the Disabling Conditions and Barriers 
details by selecting an option from the 
drop-down menu for each question. 

Type the dollar amount in the space 
provided.  

Toggle the None of the Below button for “Does this 
Program Fall into any of the Following Categories?” 

Enter the Disability Summary details by 
selecting an option from the drop-down 
menu for each question.  

Enter the Employment details by selecting 
an option from the drop-down menu for 
each question. 

Enter the Cash Income for Individual details 
by clicking the toggle button for any income 
the household has 

Identify the client is the person 
you are working with by verifying 
the social security number and/or 
birthdate.  

Search for the 
client. 

Click on the Programs tab. 

15

16

17

18

19

Click on the drop-down arrow. 

Program Start Date: Enter the date the 
financial request is being submitted.

  PROBLEM-SOLVING AND LA HMIS CONTINUED
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REQUESTING PROBLEM-SOLVING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IN LA HMIS – PROBLEM-SOLVING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FORM

After the household is enrolled in the Problem-Solving program a Problem-Solving Financial Assistance Form must be filled out and 
uploaded to the client’s profile. Only one form per household is needed.  

Locate the Problem-Solving Financial Assistance Form on LAHSA’s website under the documents tab.  

Fill in the form per the household’s 
request.

Example: If a motel voucher is being requested the required documents needed will be the receipt and the motel invoice.  

UPLOADING REQUIRED PROBLEM-SOLVING DOCUMENTS IN LA HMIS 

1
2

3

4 Once complete, upload all required forms to the participants LA HMIS profile. 
Note: Page 2 of the Problem-Solving Financial Assistance Form details all required documents needed.

1

2
3

4

Scan and upload the document to your computer.

Log into LA HMIS.

Search for the household.  

Identify the household is the person you are working with by verifying the social security number 
and/or birthdate.

The Justification Request must include 
reasons why you are requesting financial 
assistance and justification to the 
assistance will ensure resolution with the 
households housing crisis. An explanation 
of alternative interventions that were 
attempted and why they were 
unsuccessful is required. 

Note: Ask yourself if the assistance will 
divert the household from experiencing a 
housing crisis or help them rapidly exit 
homelessness. If the answer is no, then 
financial assistance will not be given. 

Note: All required documents 
must be uploaded to the 
participants HMIS profile 
before financial assistance will 
be provided.  

If there are multiple people in 
the household the form and 
any required documents only 
need to be uploaded to the 
head of household’s profile. 
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Click

Locate the file on your computer by selecting

Toggle the Private button on if the client opted to keep their personal information private. 

5

6

Click on the Programs tab. 

Select the Category that best fits the description 
of the document you are uploading.  

7

8

Select the Predefined Name 
that best fits the description 
of the document you are 
uploading. Select Other if 
the Predefined Name option 
is not there and type in the 
name of the document  
you are uploading. 

9

10

11

Click

UPLOADING REQUIRED PROBLEM-SOLVING DOCUMENTS IN LA HMIS 

After the Problem-Solving Financial Assistance Form is filled out and uploaded, along with all the required documents, a Problem-
Solving Financial Assistance Request assessment must be completed.

1

2
3

4

Log into LA HMIS.

Search for the participant.

Identify the participant is the person you are working with by verifying the social security number 
and/or birthdate.  

Click on the Programs tab. 

5 Click Edit next to Problem-Solving.

 UPLOADING REQUIRED PROBLEM-SOLVING DOCUMENTS IN LA HMIS CONTINUED

Click on the File tab

Click

next to Problem-Solving.

12

13
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Click on Assessments tab.6
Click Start next to Problem-Solving Financial Assistance Request.7

8 Select the Predefined Name that best fits the description of the document you are uploading.

Enter the date the request was submitted. 9

10 Click

Note: Once the Problem-Solving Financial Assistance Form is submitted an email from LAHSA will be sent to you letting 
you know next steps.
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